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Abstract: In these notes we use the recently found relation between facets of tropical Grass-
mannians and generalizations of Feynman diagrams to compute all “biadjoint amplitudes”
for n = 7 and k = 3. We also study scattering equations on X(3, 7), the configuration space
of seven points on CP2. We prove that the number of solutions is 1272 in a two-step process.
In the first step we obtain 1162 explicit solutions to high precision using near-soft kinematics.
In the second step we compute the matrix of 360×360 biadjoint amplitudes obtained by using
the facets of TropG(3, 7), subtract the result from using the 1162 solutions and compute the
rank of the resulting matrix. The rank turns out to be 110, which proves that the number of
solutions in addition to the 1162 explicit ones is exactly 110.
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1 Introduction
Very recently Early, Guevara, Mizera, and one of the authors introduced and studied a natural
generalization of the scattering equations, which connect the space of Mandelstam invariants
to that of points on CP1 [1–4], to higher dimensional projective spaces CPk−1 [5]. In this
work we only study k = 3. The equations are obtained by computing the critical points of a
potential function
S ≡
∑
1≤a1<a2<a3≤n
sa1a2a3 log (a1, a2, a3). (1.1)
Here sa1a2a3 are a generalization of Mandelstam invariants while (a1, a2, a3) can be thought
of as Plu¨cker coordinates on G(3, n). The configuration space of n points on CP2 is obtained
by modding out by a torus action C∗ on each of the points, i.e., X(3, n) := G(3, n)/(C∗)n [6].
The kinematic invariants satisfy
saab = 0,
∑
b,c
sabc = 0 ∀ a. (1.2)
These are the k = 3 analogs of masslessness and momentum conservation conditions. These
conditions guarantee that the potential function is invariant under the torus action and there-
fore one can choose inhomogeneous coordinates for points on CP2 to be (xi, yi). The Plu¨cker
coordinates are then replaced by
|abc| := det
 1 1 1xa xb xc
ya yb yc
 . (1.3)
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Having a higher k version of the scattering equations, one can immediately generalize
the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) formula for biadjoint amplitudes [7]. Such amplitudes can then
be expanded in terms of higher k Feynman diagrams as defined by facets of the tropical
Grassmanian [5]. Even though a direct quantum field theory derivation of such generalized
Feynman diagrams is not yet known, it is important to mention that the known physically
relevant case of k = 2 implies via the duality X(2, n) ∼ X(n − 2, n) that k = n − 2 is
also physically relevant. It is therefore very natural to complete the spectrum of possibilities
between the two ends, i.e., for 2 < k < n − 2. At the very least one can expect that a good
understanding of such cases would deepen that of the k = 2 and k = n− 2 cases.
Given two orderings α and β one defines [5]
m(3)n (α|β) :=
1
vol(SL(3,C))
∫ n∏
a=1
dxa dya
n∏′
a=1
δ
(
∂S
∂xa
)
δ
(
∂S
∂ya
)
PT(3)(α)PT(3)(β) (1.4)
where k = 3 Parke-Taylor functions [8] are naturally generalized to
PT(3)(1, 2, . . . , n) :=
1
|123| |234| · · · |n12| . (1.5)
CHY integrals are localized to the solutions of the scattering equations [4]. For k = 2 it is
known that the number of solutions is (n− 3)!. For k = 3 it is known that there are 2 and 26
solutions for n = 5 and n = 6 respectively [5]. Also in [5] two lower bounds for the number of
solutions for n = 7 were obtained using soft limit arguments. The stronger of the two is 1152.
In this note we prove that the number of solutions is 1272. This number is consistent with a
computation done by T. Lam using uniform matriods over finite fields which also reproduces
all other known results [9].
In [5] the authors provided evidence that CHY integrals defined on X(k, n) have a deep
and surprising connection to the tropical Grassmannian TropG(k, n). The connection for
k = 2 is fairly direct. It maps all possible 2n−1−n− 1 propagators to all possible vertices (or
rays) of TropG(2, n). In addition, there is also a bijection between every one of the (2n− 5)!!
tree-level Feynman diagrams in a cubic scalar theory and facets of TropG(2, n).
In [5] the case of n = 6 and k = 3 was studied in detail. In this work we extend the
same analysis to n = 7, k = 3 biadjoint amplitudes and TropG(3, 7). Luckily, the structure
of TropG(3, 7) has been carefully studied by Herrmann, Jensen, Joswig, and Sturmfels [10]
and we make use of their results to carry out all our Feynman diagram computations which
lead to the explicit form of all 360× 360 biadjoint amplitudes m(3)7 (α|β).
The strategy for determining the number of solutions to the X(3, 7) scattering equations
is the following. We start with the dual version, i.e., the X(4, 7) scattering equations near a
soft limit. The strict soft limit gives equations on X(4, 6) w X(2, 6) and produces 6 solutions.
Each solution is then used to find a polynomial of degree 192 from the equations for the soft
particle. This produces 6 × 192 = 1152 seeds of solutions from which a numerical search
for the true solutions can be launched. In the kinematics we use this search returned 1162
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solutions which we obtained with more than 2000 digits of precision.
Having the explicit form of all 360 × 360 biadjoint amplitudes m(3)7 (α|β) and their cor-
responding approximation m
(3):approx
7 (α|β) from using (1.4) with 1162 solutions, we compute
the 360 × 360 matrix of differences ∆(3)7 (α|β) := m(3)7 (α|β) − m(3):approx7 (α|β) and its rank.
The result turns out to be 110. This is the number of missing solutions which gives the result
stated above of 1272 solutions.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a review of the proposal con-
necting tropical Grassmannians and generalized Feynman diagrams with special emphasis on
TropG(3, 7). After identifying the list of planar poles a prescription is given for computing
m
(3)
7 (α|β). In section 3 we present a computation of 1162 explicit solutions to the X(3, 7)
scattering equations. Comparing with the results of the previous section it is concluded that
there are still some solutions missing. In section 4 we apply a technique that allows the
determination of the number of missing solutions without explicitly finding them. We end in
section 5 with discussion and some future directions.
2 Biadjoint Amplitudes from the Tropical Grassmannian G(3, 7)
Grassmannian spaces have appeared in a variety of scattering amplitudes constructions and
some of them include the Grassmannian formulation of N = 4 super Yang-Mills amplitudes
in twistor space, momentum space and momentum twistor space (see [11] for a review). So
far the Grassmannians G(k, n) have been standard in the sense of being defined as algebraic
varieties over R or C. Very recently, Grassmannians defined as tropical varieties have made
a surprising appearance in the physics of scattering amplitudes [5]. Tropical geometry has
also naturally appeared in the study of string theory amplitudes [12] as well as in mirror
symmetry, e.g. see [13].
We are only interested in the k = 3 case. The tropical Grassmannian G(3, n) can be
thought of as polyhedral complex in R(
n
3). In fact there are several versions of it. Here we
follow the original description given by Speyer and Sturmfels in their study of tropG(3, 6) [14]
but adapted to the work of Herrmann, Jensen, Joswig, and Sturmfels [10] where the analysis
of tropG(3, 7) is done.
In order to describe the object of interest let us introduce ei1,i2,i3 to be a basis of unit
vectors in R(
n
3). One has to mod out by a map
φ : (a1, a2, . . . , an)→
∑
i1,i2,i3
(ai1 + ai2 + ai3)ei1,i2,i3 (2.1)
which turns out to be related to momentum conservation in its physical application. We
are interested in the image of the tropical Grassmannian in R(
n
3)/imageφ. The corresponding
object is also a polyhedral complex which abusing the notation we also denote by TropG(3, n).
Here we use and check the proposal made in [5] relating rays of TropG(3, n) with “Feyn-
man propagators” and Gro¨bner cones (or facets if intersected with a unit sphere) with “Feyn-
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man diagrams”. Both generalized objects compute “amplitudes” which are formally obtained
using the k = 3 CHY formulation, in particular, those of the biadjoint theory (1.4).
In order to explain the map we specialize to the case of interest, i.e., TropG(3, 7). The
case TropG(3, 6) was discussed in [5]. In TropG(3, 7) there are 721 rays. Each ray can be
expressed in terms of the basis of vectors as
r(I) =
∑
i1<i2<i3
c
(I)
i1i2i3
ei1i2i3 . (2.2)
The list of all 721 rays can be found in:
www.uni-math.gwdg.de/jensen/Research/G3_7/grassmann3_7.html
The list is labeled “R-vector” and each entry is a row with 35 elements. For example,
the row labeled as 90 reads
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0) (2.3)
and represents the ray e123 + e124 + e125 + e126 + e127.
This combination seems strange at first by once we mod out by φ this vector is also
equivalent to
e345 + e346 + e347 + e356 + e357 + e367 + e456 + e457 + e467 + e567 (2.4)
which resembles a kinematic invariant.
Following [5], for each ray we associate a propagator according to the map
r(I) → 1∑
i1<i2<i3
c
(I)
i1i2i3
si1i2i3
. (2.5)
The table of 721 rays is separated into six classes. The translation of all classes of rays
into physical language was given in [5] and reproduced here for the reader’s convenience
[0,34] 1/s123
[35,69] 1/t1234
[70,90] 1/t12345
[91,300] 1/(t12345 + s456 + s457)
[301,615] 1/(t1234 + t1256 + s127)
[616,720] 1/(t12345 + t34567 + t56712)
Note that the row 90 given above corresponds to
1
t34567
:=
1∑
3≤i<j<k≤7 sijk
. (2.6)
The first three classes are familiar from the k = 2 perspective. The fourth class is the
n = 7 analog of the new class present in n = 6 and denoted by R in [5]. The last two classes
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are new as they first appear for n = 7. We introduce the notation
Rabcdefg := tabcde+sdef+sdeg, Wabcdefg := tabcd+tabef+sabg, Uabcdefg := tabcde+tcdefg+tefgab.
(2.7)
The next step in the translation between the mathematical object TropG(3, 7) and gen-
eralized amplitudes is the connection between cones or facets of TropG(3, 7) and Feynman
diagrams.
Facets are classified into 125 types and given in the same webpage provided above in a
table labeled “Gro¨bner cone” and in the column called “Rays”. Each facet is determined by
a set of six rays therefore identified by a list of six positions in the list of 721 rays.
Here we present the first ten facets translated into physics as an illustration of the map:
1 {s567, s347, s246, s235, s145, s136}
2 {s567, s347, s246, s235, s145,W1523674}
3 {s567, s347, s246, s145, s123,W1523674}
4 {s567, s347, s246, s235, t1235,W1235467}
5 {s567, s347, s246, s135, t1235,W1235467}
6 {s567, s347, s246, s145,R2346715,W1523674}
7 {s567, s347, s246, s135, t1235,R2564713}
8 {s567, s347, s246, s145,R2346715,W3415267}
9 {s567, s347, s246, s135,R2564713,W5613247}
10 {s567, s347, s246, s135,R2564713,R1345726}
The k = 3 Feynman diagram associated with the first facet is then
1
s567 s347 s246 s235 s145 s136
. (2.8)
Clearly, this particular Feynman diagram does not contribute to biadjoint amplitudes as the
collection of all its poles is not simultaneously compatible with any planar ordering.
2.1 Computation of Biadjoint Amplitudes Using TropG(3, 7)
Now we are ready to explain the computation of biadjoint amplitudes m
(3)
7 (α|β) also following
the proposal made in [5].
The first step is to determine every possible pole which is compatible with a given planar
ordering (or planar). Consider first the canonical ordering I := 1234567:
L(I) = {s123, t1234, t12345,R1234567,R3217654,U1234567,W1234675, . . .} (2.9)
where the ellipses indicate all cyclic permutations1. The set L(I) has 49 elements. This is
1Here we follow the definition of kinematic invariants given in [5] and it turns out that the indices in
W1234675 for I := 1234567 do not appear in the natural order.
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surprising at first as one would expect that restricting to a given planar ordering forces the
restriction from TropG(3, 7) to its positive part which is known to have 42 vertices or rays
[15]. The reason this is consistent is that U1234567 and its cyclic versions are all spurious as
we explain below.
A Feynman diagram is then said to be planar if all its six poles are planar. We searched
every possible facet of TropG(3, 7) for planar diagrams and found 1064. These are all sim-
plices and might not be true facets of TropG(3, 7) as some of them can combine to form
more complicated polytopes. Luckily, our planarity condition is enough to pick the correct
combinations of simplices without inputting any further information.
Using these 1064 facets one computes their corresponding 1064 Feynman diagrams and
collect them in a list J(I). The most complicated of the biadjoint amplitudes is then:
m
(3)
7 (I|I) =
∑
Υ∈J(I)
Υ. (2.10)
In an ancillary Mathematica notebook titled Tropical Grassmannian we provide all 1064 Feyn-
man diagrams for the canonical order and the definition of all kinematic invariants involved
in them.
In order to compute any other amplitude m
(3)
7 (α|β) we apply a permutation of labels to
J(I) to produce the set of Feynman diagrams compatible with the ordering of interest, J(α)
and J(β), and finally sum over the intersection of the sets:
m
(3)
7 (α|β) = (−1)ω(α,β)
∑
Υ∈J(α)∩J(β)
Υ. (2.11)
As it is familiar from the k = 2 biadjoint scalar theory, each sum over Feynman diagrams
has to be multiplied by an overall sign function (−1)ω(α,β). The function can be computed
following the way the color decomposition leads to m
(2)
7 (α|β). At this point, a color structure
has not been identified for k = 3 and therefore the sign function is computed with a combi-
nation of the CHY formula (1.4) and soft limit consistency. The results are presented in the
Mathematica notebook mentioned above.
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We close this section by providing an example:
m
(7)
3 (I|1236457) =
1
R6543217s456t12367t1237t23456t3456
+
1
R4567123s127s456t12367t1237t4567
+
1
R4567123s456t12367t1237t14567t4567
+
1
R4567123R6543217s456t12367t1237t14567
+
1
R6543217s123s456t12367t1237t14567
+
1
R4567123R6543217s456t12367t1237t23456
+
1
R4567123s127s456t12367t1237t23456
+
1
R6543217s123s456t12367t1237t3456
+
1
s127s456t12367t1237t34567t4567
+
1
s127s456t12367t1237t23456t3456
+
1
s123s456t12367t1237t14567t4567
+
1
s123s456t12367t1237t34567t4567
+
1
s123s456t12367t1237t3456t34567
+
1
s127s456t12367t1237t3456t34567
+ TU,
where TU contains all terms with a U-pole and is given by
TU :=
1
R4567123R6543217t23456U2345671s456t12367
+
1
R4567123R6543217s456t12367t14567U2345671
+
1
R4567123R6543217s456t14567t23456U2345671
.
One can check that, as explained above, the three Feynman diagrams containing the
pole U2345671 combine to cancel it. The presence of spurious poles in some formulations of
amplitudes is familiar [16–18] and it is often useful to make certain properties manifest. In
the case at hand, the U poles make the connection to the facets of TropG(3, 7) direct.
3 Computation of 1162 Solutions to X(3, 7) Scattering Equations
In the standard case of the scattering equations on X(2, n) the number of solutions is easily
computed using an induction argument based on a soft limit: One takes all kinematic invari-
ants that involve particle n and scale them to zero using a parameter τ . In the limit τ → 0
the scattering equations split into those for n−1 particles and one equation which determines
the position of the nth particle once the other ones are known. This last equation has n− 3
solutions and therefore one concludes that the number of solutions for n particles is related
to that of n − 1 particles by N (k=2)n = (n − 3)N (k=2)n−1 . Since N (k=2)3 = 1 one concludes that
N (k=2)n = (n− 3)!.
In [5], the same induction argument was done for k = 3. It was found that N (3)6 =
13N (3)5 and since N (3)5 = N (2)5 = 2, then N (3)6 = 26. Also, N (3):regular7 = 42N (3)6 = 1092.
Note the superscript regular which indicates that there are solutions which escape the soft
limit analysis as they involve singular configurations for the hard particles. One reason it
is known that there are missing solutions is that the same analysis done for k = 4 leads
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to N (4):regular7 = 192N (4)6 . Since N (4)6 = N (2)6 = 6, then N (4):regular7 = 1152. Using the
isomorphism between X(4, 7) and X(3, 7) it is clear that N (3)7 ≥ 1152 > N (3):regular7 . In the
next section we prove that even this 1152 is only a lower bound and the number of singular
solutions is N (4):singular7 = 120. Therefore the total number of solutions is N (4)7 = 1272. Using
the duality again one concludes that N (3):singular7 = 180.
The first step in the proof requires the computation of the largest possible number of so-
lutions to the X(3, 7) equations to very high numerical precision. This sounds like a daunting
task for even the X(2, n) scattering equations are very challenging to solve for n = 9 where
the number of solutions is only 6! = 720. Our strategy is to use kinematics that is close to
a soft limit in order to use the regular solutions as seeds for a numerical search of the true
solutions to the system. Given that N (k=4):regular7 is larger than N (k=3):regular7 we choose to
apply the soft limit technique to X(4, 7) and then translate to X(3, 7) language.
Before explaining the procedure let us review the map connecting X(4, 7) = G(4, 7)/(C∗)7
and X(3, 7) = G(3, 7)/(C∗)7. The isomorphism follows from that of the underlying Grass-
mannians. The map for Grassmannians is standard and starts with a gauge fixed version of
a matrix representative of G(4, 7)
C =

1 0 0 0 c15 c16 c17
0 1 0 0 c25 c26 c27
0 0 1 0 c35 c36 c37
0 0 0 1 c45 c46 c47
 . (3.1)
The map takes any 4× 4 minor of C to a 3× 3 minor of
C˜ =
c17 c27 c37 c47 0 0 −1c16 c26 c36 c46 0 −1 0
c15 c25 c35 c45 −1 0 0
 . (3.2)
More explicitly, the map takes |abcd| = abcdefg|efg|, where the set {abcdefg} = {1, 2, . . . , 7},
i.e., repeated indices are not summed, and  is the completely antisymmetric tensor.
Clearly, since all our formulas are invariant under the torus action and the corresponding
GL(4,C) and GL(3,C) redundancies, it is easy to go from one space to the other.
3.1 Strict Soft Limit: Finding Seeds
We start by using the torus action to choose the following complete gauge fixing on X(4, 7):
1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 x6 x7
0 0 1 0 1 y6 y7
0 0 0 1 1 z6 z7
 . (3.3)
Next we construct a one parameter family of kinematic invariants which interpolates
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between generic k = 4, n = 6 kinematics and generic k = 4, n = 7 kinematics. In the strict
soft limit τ → 0 and assuming that we are only dealing with regular solutions, particle seven
decouples from the equations for the first six particles and the scattering equations reduce to
those of k = 2, n = 6 for which it is easy to find all six solutions explicitly. Let us denote
them by {x(i):soft6 , y(i):soft6 , z(i):soft6 }.
For each of the six solutions particle seven is forced to satisfy its own scattering equations
∑
1≤a<b<c≤6
sˆ7abc(abc)
(i)
xy
|7abc|(i)
= 0 ,
∑
1≤a<b<c≤6
sˆ7abc(abc)
(i)
yz
|7abc|(i)
= 0 and
∑
1≤a<b<c≤6
sˆ7abc(abc)
(i)
zx
|7abc|(i)
= 0.
(3.4)
Here s7abc = τ sˆ7abc and
(abc)xy :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
xa xb xc
ya yb yc
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.5)
The definition of (abc)
(i)
yz and (abc)
(i)
zx is completely analogous. The superscript (i) indicates
that all coordinates for particle six are evaluated on the ith solution to the soft equations.
The three equations (3.4) for x7, y7, z7 turn out to have 192 solutions. We find all 6×192 =
1152 solutions in order to use them as initial conditions for a numerical search of solutions
to the complete set of equations on kinematics near, but at a finite distance, from the strict
soft limit.
3.2 Near-Soft Kinematics: Finding True Solutions
Having computed all 1152 regular solutions to the strict soft limit we proceed to increase the
parameter τ so that the ratio of kinematic invariants involving only hard particles to that of
s7abc is around 10
4. This choice establishes a hierarchy but it is otherwise generic.
Let us denote a set of six independent scattering equations on the near soft kinematics
as
Enear soft :=
{
∂S
∂x6
,
∂S
∂y6
,
∂S
∂z6
,
∂S
∂x7
,
∂S
∂y7
,
∂S
∂z7
}
. (3.6)
We performed a numerical search for roots of Enear soft near each of the 1152 solutions. This is
easily done using the Mathematica function FindRoot. The function also gives an option for
setting the working precision. Using this we found 1142 solutions near the initial conditions
and 20 which came in complex conjugated pairs. Each pair lies near one of the remaining 10
initial conditions. The total of 1162 solutions where found with 2000 digits of precision.
In an ancillary Mathematica notebook titled 1162 Solutions we provide the kinematics
and gauge fixing used for the computation of the solutions. We also provide all 1162 solutions
with few digits of precision (due to size constraints) but also an implementation of FindRoot
with the scattering equations which can be used to boost the precision of any one of the
solutions to 2000 digits.
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We evaluated simple biadjoint scalar amplitudes on the 1162 solutions and found results
that agreed up to 98% with the tropical Grassmannian computation indicating that there are
some solutions missing which cannot be obtained by the method.
4 Missing Solutions: Rank of the Matrix of Differences
Having found a large number of solutions, even larger than the soft limit lower bound, and
checked that there must be some missing solutions, we introduce a method for finding the
number of missing solutions without having to explicitly find them. The idea is very simple.
From the CHY formulation, we know that the amplitude m
(3)
7 (α|β) can be expressed as:
m
(3)
7 (α|β) =
1162∑
i=1
1
det′Φ(3)i
PT(α)iPT(β)i +
N 37∑
i=1163
1
det′Φ(3)i
PT(α)iPT(β)i, (4.1)
where det′Φ(3)i is the standard CHY jacobian adapted to k = 3 while N (3)7 is the total number
of solutions. The sum in the first term of (4.1) is only over the known 1162 solutions.
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Figure 1. Absolute values of the 360 eigenvalues of the matrix of differences ∆
(3)
7 . A red vertical
line at the location of the 110th eigenvalue is included in order to visualize the separation between
non-zero and vanishing eigenvalues (computations were done using only 50 digits of precision).
We now compute the matrix of differences
∆
(3)
7 (α|β) := m(3)7 (α|β)−
1162∑
i=1
1
det′Φ(3)i
PT(α)iPT(β)i. (4.2)
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In general the number of linearly independent orders is (n− 1)!/2 which equals 360 for n = 7
and therefore ∆
(3)
7 is a 360× 360 matrix.
Let us introduce the notation M := N (3)7 − 1162 for the number of missing solutions.
According to (4.1), the matrix ∆
(3)
7 also admits the structure of the Gram matrix of 360
vectors vα living in CM, i.e.
∆
(3)
7 (α|β) =
M∑
I=1
vIαv
I
β (4.3)
where the sum is over the missing solutions (and hence the reason for changing the index
from i to I) while
vIα :=
PT(α)I(
det′Φ(3)I
)1/2 . (4.4)
In general the Gram matrix of m vectors in CM has rank equal to M if M < m and m
otherwise.
The matrix ∆
(3)
7 (α|β) is also given by (4.2) and since m(3)7 (α|β) is known from the con-
struction in section 2 using TropG(3, 7), the matrix ∆
(3)
7 (α|β) can be evaluated to high
numerical precision.
The computation of the rank of ∆
(3)
7 (α|β) is most easily done by numerically computing
its eigenvalues. The rank, i.e., the number of non-zero eigenvalues, turns out to be 110 as
shown in the table. This means that M = 110 and therefore N (3)7 = 1272.
In an ancillary Mathematica notebook titled Number of Solutions we provide the code
for performing the computation of the eigenvalues of the matrix ∆
(3)
7 (α|β). In order to
do so we also provide two data files which contain all elements of the 360 × 360 matrix of
amplitudes m
(3)
7 (α|β) computed using the TropG(3, 7) titled mTropmatrix and another one
titled mscEqsolsmatrix with the 360×360 matrix of approximate amplitudes computed using
the 1162 solutions to high precision.
As mentioned in the introduction, N (3)7 = 1272 also happens to be the result of a com-
putation done using uniform matroids over finite fields2 and it would be very interesting to
find out the precise connection to the computation presented in this work.
5 Discussions
In this work we computed all biadjoint scattering amplitudes m
(k=3)
7 (α|β) by using the con-
nection between tropical Grassmannians and generalized Feynman diagrams proposed in [5].
This is done by mapping the vertices of TropG(3, 7) to all possible poles and then choosing
the ones that are compatible with a given planar ordering. Facets of TropG(3, 7) give rise to
Feynman diagrams and we identify planar ones as those that only contain planar poles.
Of course, a second definition of m
(k=3)
7 (α|β) is provided by the CHY formula based on
the scattering equations with Parke-Taylor functions as integrands [5]. This requires finding
2We are thankful to Song He and Thomas Lam for pointing this out to us.
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all solutions to the scattering equations in order to get values of the amplitudes. We were
able to explicitly compute 1162 solutions to high precision and to prove that the total number
is 1272.
The proof that the number of solutions in addition to the 1162 found is 110 consists in
the computation of the rank of the matrix of differences ∆
(3)
7 (α|β). The fact that the rank is
110, which is less than the dimension of the matrix, implies that the definitions of m
(k=3)
7 (α|β)
using the TropG(3, 7) and using the scattering equations are consistent with each other.
Knowing that the number of singular solutions for k = 4 and n = 7 is 120 and 180 for
k = 3 and n = 7 provides a valuable hint about the nature of singular solutions. A very
pressing question is to carry out the analytic analysis of the scattering equations by choosing
singular coordinates to count the number of such solutions.
Also worth mentioning is the fact that for the particular kinematic point we studied 1142
solutions are real as expected very near the soft limit for positive kinematics, as defined in [5],
while 20 come in 10 complex conjugated pairs. This means that some thresholds, i.e., lines
where a kinematic invariant changes sign, were crossed. It would be interesting to study the
behavior of all kinematic invariants as one moves from the strict soft limit to the near-soft
limit configuration and identify these thresholds. Finding them and carefully studying the
form of the 20 complex solutions could provide hints on how to design kinematics so that
more solutions could be found using the soft seeds.
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